Gazelle	
  Proxy	
  during	
  the	
  IHE	
  Connectathon	
  –	
  Why	
  and	
  How?	
  
This document summarizes the benefits of using the Gazelle proxy, helps Connectathon monitors to understand
proxy use during Connectathon, and illustrates what a test instance looks like when using the proxy.
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1.	
  What	
  is	
  the	
  Gazelle	
  proxy?	
  	
  Where	
  can	
  I	
  find	
  it?	
  
The Gazelle proxy is the “man in the middle”. It captures the message exchanged between partners in a test
instance.
The Gazelle proxy is accessible here: https://gazelle.ihe.net/proxy/home.seam. At a given Connectathon, you
may be given a different configuration.

2.	
  Benefits	
  of	
  using	
  the	
  Gazelle	
  proxy	
  
	
  
! Q: “I am a new developer of a FHIR-based profile. Do you have any examples of a Patient
Resource?”
A: Yes!!! You can find many examples from transactions exchanged by test partners at the last
Connectathon. The proxy contains examples of FHIR Resources, DICOM queries, HL7 messages, and
more…
! Q: “I can’t a find the log file for the HL7v2-based exchange with my test partner. Do I have to run
the test steps all over again?”
A: If you used the proxy, your messages were captured, so there’s no need for rework; you just need
to add links to your test.
If you did not use the proxy, you have no evidence to show the monitor, so you should do the test
again.
! Q: “I want to use tools to validate messages.”
A: Great! We have many validators embedded in the Gazelle EVS Client application
(https://gazelle.ihe.net/EVSClient), and when the proxy captures messages, a user can call
the relevant validator from within the proxy.
! Q: “The Connecthon monitor said my DICOM response doesn’t match my partner’s query
parameters, but I’m sure my code is perfect.”
A: Let’s take a look in the proxy at the query and response message between you and your partner.
! Q: “I am a Connecthon monitor. It is very hard to slog through participants’ log files in order to
verify a Connectathon test.”
A: Tell the test partners to use the proxy. It vastly simplifies the test verification process for both
participants and monitors.
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3.	
  Overview	
  -‐	
  getting	
  started	
  using	
  the	
  Gazelle	
  proxy	
  
	
  
This is the guidance we give to Connectathon test participants. It is the participants’ responsibility, not the
monitors’, to use the Gazelle proxy. We share this information with monitors so you can help to gently nudge
Connectathon participants to use the proxy.
1. During the Connectathon we highly encourage test partners to use the Gazelle proxy for all tests with
transactions not over TLS, i.e., for all:
• HL7 v2 message exchange
• DICOM transactions
• HTTP transactions (e.g., PIXv3, PDQv3 and many others).
2. Configuration considerations:
• Test partners that want to use the proxy must have approved configurations for their test system
in Gazelle. If the configurations for the test system are not approved, the proxy will not capture
messages exchanged.
• The client (sender) application must configure itself to send messages server (receiver)
application using server’s proxy ports in red font on gazelle’s Configuration page, e.g.:

3. Test partners must start a test instance in gazelle before exchanging any messages between test
partners. This will help gazelle match a specific test instance with messages captured by the proxy (the
test instance identifies the start/stop time and proxy channels used by the test partners).
4. After running the test, participants (not monitors) should find the messages in the proxy and copy the
permanent link to the message(s) into the relevant step(s) within the test instance.
5. Take advantage of the message validation capabilities within the proxy. Many, but not all, messages
can be validated.

4.	
  Screen	
  shots	
  illustrating	
  proxy	
  use	
  
	
  
Here is one test step from a test instance that has been run using the proxy. It contains a link to the “Proxy	
  
messages”:
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Clicking on that link opens the proxy and automatically filters the messages in the proxy according to the time
of the test and the proxy ports of the test partner(s):

Under those filters is list of messages that look like this HL7 example:

This is a list of all messages exchanged from when the participants started the test until it was marked with
status ‘To be verified’.
Clicking on the “Details”	
  link shows all of the details for the selected message:
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By clicking on the “Permanent	
  link”, participants can capture all of the details of this message and link it to a
test step. To emphasize, this is something the participants must do. Monitors are not responsible for fishing
through a list of messages to identify which are applicable to a given test step.
Below is one test step where a participant has copy/pasted the Permanent link to two HL7 messages in the
proxy (the HL7 message and the ACK). In a test step where DICOM messages where captured, the links in the
step would look similar.

Recall that there might have been many messages exchanged between tests partners until the test finally
worked. It is up to the participant to:
•
•

identify the relevant message(s) within the proxy for a given step
copy the Permanent link(s)
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•

and then paste those links to a test step using this icon...

.

Here is an annotated version of that step indicating what each of the buttons is used for:

If a participant or a monitor clicks on the link to the message for a given step (the globe icon
“Permanent link”), the proxy will launch enabling them to view the message again.
This is a sample of messages exchanged within a DICOM test:
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